1. Welcome, Agenda Review (Bryn Hudson - 5 minutes)

2. 2021 Implementation (Tom Byler/Racquel Rancier - 25 minutes)
   a. Projects update
   b. Cannabis Special Session funding

3. Legislative Concept: Transfers of Stored Water (Bryn Hudson - 10 minutes) [Attachment: LC Draft Transfers]
   a. Review work group charges
   b. Discuss “Relating to” clause

4. Legislative Concept: Department Fee-Support Programs (Bryn Hudson - 10 minutes) [Attachment: LC Draft Fee-Supported Programs]
   a. Review work group charges
   b. Discuss “Relating to” clause

5. Legislative Concept: Split Season Leasing (Bryn Hudson and Sara Henderson - 60 minutes)
   a. Program Overview – Sara Henderson (5 min. intro)
   b. Review draft LC language [Attachment: LC Draft Split Season Leasing]
   c. Other proposals and additional feedback [Attachment: Split Season Leasing Policy Table]

6. Other Potential Legislative Concepts (Bryn Hudson - 30 minutes)
   a. Water Planning
   b. Cannabis / Enforcement
   c. Suggestions gathered from feedback
   d. Other proposals and additional feedback

7. Policy Option Package Discussion (Bryn Hudson-30) [Attachment: 2023 Budget Concepts Worksheet]
   a. Gather additional feedback on budget issues if there is time

8. Other items and questions? (10 minutes)